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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of this report is to outline the next steps in the implementation of:  

I. The Climate Emergency Declaration and associated community consultation, 

II. Climate action planning for both UBC Vancouver and Okanagan campuses, 

III. The sustainability governance and organizing framework to identify and guide the 
advancement of UBC sustainability priorities, 

IV. An overarching Sustainability Communications, Engagement and Outreach Plan. 

UBC is building upon its established leadership to address the climate crisis and continue to demonstrate leadership 
on climate action amongst post-secondary institutions. On December 5th, 2019, UBC’s Board of Governors 
unanimously endorsed the commitments outlined within the “UBC Declaration on Climate Emergency”. In addition, 
the Board received, for information, a report entitled “UBC Sustainability—Current Status and Strategic 
Opportunities” which outlined progress and identified a number of key priorities for the university to advance over 
the next 2-3 years. To support UBC in accelerating its climate action activities and to address the commitments of 
the climate emergency declaration, a community consultation process, led by students, will be launched to invite 
input and ideas.  This consultation will also mark the initiation of the process to create UBC’s Climate Action Plan 
2030, a plan that will guide the university to rapidly reduce GHG emissions as well as increase adaptive capacities 
and resiliency in the face of climate impacts. 

https://president.ubc.ca/letter-to-the-community/2019/12/05/climate-emergency-declaration/
https://bog3.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2019/12/1.3_2019.12_UBC-Sustainability.pdf
https://bog3.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2019/12/1.3_2019.12_UBC-Sustainability.pdf
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This report outlines the approach, process and key milestones to aggressively move UBC’s climate action and 
sustainability agenda forward and more specifically, to advance the commitments from UBC’s Climate Emergency 
Declaration including: 

a. Development of a series of immediate and medium-term actions for aggressively addressing climate 
change through: 

I. Supporting a student led Climate Emergency Task Force in launching community consultation 
on the Climate Emergency Declaration, with recommendations for action provided to the 
Board by June, 2020. 

II. Accelerating UBC Climate Action Plans for both UBC Vancouver and Okanagan Campuses, 
reflecting input from the Task Force above, in addition to broader community and stakeholder 
engagement and the associated technical and financial analysis needed to accelerate progress 
towards reaching zero emissions at UBC. 

III. Moving forward with developing a divestment strategy for the endowment that takes into 
consideration the interconnected nature of different issues, and at the same time, balancing 
the urgency of the transition with the need to be fiscally responsible.  UBC will also be 
developing and implementing a comprehensive framework to align the investments of the 
endowment with identified UBC sustainability priorities with particular initial focus on 
climate change risk.   

b. Establishment of a new executive level UBC Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee that will help 
identify areas of focus and the necessary resources to address priorities and gaps.  Areas of focus are 
being informed by the UBC Strategic Plan, the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and other 
considerations reflecting the experience, research expertise and advice of the UBC community.   The 
immediate priorities include: 

I. Climate Action [SDG #13] 

II. Sustainable Cities and Communities [SDG #11] 

III. Responsible Consumption and Production [SDG #12] 

IV. Good Health and Wellbeing [SDG #3] 

At the same time, there is a vast array of research, teaching, engagement and operational pursuits 
across the institution that are moving the sustainability agenda forward across all seventeen SDG areas 
and beyond. The Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee will provide guidance on better 
integration and alignment across initiatives but will not supplant these individual initiatives.  For 
example, the Indigenous Strategic Plan, the International Strategy, the Responsible Investment 
Strategy, etc. which will be working in conjunction with the priority areas above but continue to be 
managed and reported separately to the Board.    

c. Development of an overarching Sustainability Communications, Engagement and Outreach Plan to 
better tell the UBC story, to focus on sustainability priority areas and to help connect and inform our 
local campus communities and stakeholders to the activities, events and opportunities for engagement 
that will be happening across both campuses.  
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STRATEGIC CORE AREAS SUPPORTED 

 People and Places ☐ Research Excellence ☐ Transformative Learning  Local / Global Engagement 

DESCRIPTION 
& RATIONALE 

• CLIMATE EMERGENCY COMMUNITY CONSULTATION PROCESS AND COMMUNITY 
CLIMATE EMERGENCY ADVISORY TASK FORCE  

With the UBC Climate Emergency Declaration (December 2019) comes a commitment to 
accelerate significant emission reductions, aligned with the goal of limiting global warming to 
1.5°C.  

A key commitment in the declaration is a climate emergency consultation to invite ideas and input 
on how the University can respond based on topics identified in UBC’s Climate Emergency 
Declaration. The ideas gathered will be assessed to develop recommended actions that will be 
submitted to UBC for consideration. The climate emergency consultation process is commencing 
in February, 2020 led by student representatives from the Climate Hub and UBCC350. These efforts 
are being supported through the Office of the Provost, President’s Office, Communications and 
Marketing, and Campus and Community Planning, under the advisement of the student led Climate 
Emergency Advisory Task Force. The role of this advisory Task force is to help shape the 
consultation process, review the inputs and help frame recommendations for UBC.  

Staff will also be initiating engagement at UBCO through late winter and early spring to collect 
ideas from community stakeholders on topics related to reducing emissions through travel, 
commuting, food and behavioral change initiatives. 

Based on UBC’s Climate Emergency Declaration, topics that are being explored during the 
consultation include but are not limited to: 

• Climate Action Plan Update: Identifying ways the University can reduce GHG emissions within 
the scope of the existing targets as well as other areas that are outside UBC’s current climate 
targets, such as emissions from travel and food, along with ways to reach its GHG target of zero 
emissions as soon as possible. 

• Climate Justice and Inclusion: Embedding climate justice across UBC wide policies and plans, 
such as policies related to health and wellbeing and investments, as well as identifying climate 
solutions that work towards dismantling barriers faced by marginalized communities. 

• Aligning with United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP): 
Identifying climate solutions that reflect our commitment to UNDRIP and the human rights of 
Indigenous Peoples. 

• Individual/distributed Actions and Initiatives: Identifying actions and opportunities within 
departments that may want to implement on their own to address the climate emergency. 

• Research Opportunities: Identifying student and faculty research opportunities to explore and 
develop climate solutions. 

• Human Impact of Climate Change: Identifying ways that we can support the health and 
wellbeing of our community members affected by natural disasters and the broader anxiety 
and mental health concerns associated with being in a state of climate emergency. 
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• Responsible Investing: Information sharing about UBC’s new approach to move towards 
climate action objectives within UBC’s controlled endowments, along with discussions about 
other approaches to improve its responsible investment and asset management strategies in 
line with advancing climate and sustainability priorities.  

The climate emergency consultation will have three stages: 

• Launch Event: The engagement will start with a large-scale launch event in early 2020 for 
gathering and discussing ideas on topics outlined above. The launch will also start the 
recruitment process for identifying departments and units that will be trained to lead their 
own climate emergency consultations. As part of the launch there will be information shared 
about what UBC is currently doing to address the climate emergency, trainer toolkits for 
leading department-led consultations, as well as the launch of an online portal to gather 
ideas. 

• Distributed Conversations and Online Portal: Departments and units will be provided with 
toolkits to lead their own conversations on various climate emergency topics and then submit 
their feedback. An online portal will be used to gather ideas from both the distributed 
conversations and individuals. 

• Feedback on Recommendations: Feedback collected from the launch event, distributed 
conversations and online portal will then be consolidated and assessed in the development of 
draft recommendations. Draft recommendations and findings will be shared for comment 
with the Task Force at the end of March or early April.  

Recommendations and findings will then be presented to the UBC Board and administration in 
June 2020. Recommendations related to UBC’s Climate Action Plans will be evaluated and carried 
forward to inform the development of updates in the Fall of 2020 for the Climate Action Plan 
update at the Vancouver and Okanagan campuses (see below).  Recommendations that are 
broader and go beyond the terms of reference of the Climate Action Plan updates will help inform 
parallel initiatives, such as the Indigenous Strategic Plan, Wellbeing Strategic Framework, 
Responsible Investment Strategy and Inclusion Action Planning.   

• CLIMATE ACTION PLANNING: UBC VANCOUVER AND OKANAGAN CAMPUSES  

While much more remains to be done, UBC has developed and implemented innovative plans, 
policies and projects over the past 10+ years that have had significant impact in lowering core 
operational greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and elevated UBC’s reputation as a global leader in 
sustainability and climate action. UBC Vancouver Campus’ first Climate Action Plan (CAP) was 
adopted by UBC Board of Governors in 2010. That plan set ambitious GHG emission reduction 
targets below 2007 baseline levels: 

• 2015: 33% reduction in GHG emissions (achieved in 2016) 

• 2020: 67% reduction in GHG emissions (UBC’s bio-energy expansion in 2021 will achieve a 
reduction near this target) 

• 2050: 100% reduction in GHG emissions (one of the core focus areas of the upcoming 
planning process) 

https://sustain.ubc.ca/campus/climate-action/climate-action-plan
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UBC is currently required to offset operational emissions (building energy, fleet and paper) as part 
of the Provincial Climate Change Accountability Act, hence reference to carbon neutral or net-zero 
emissions when describing our emissions. Although our existing CAP targets apply to primary 
operational emissions, our influence over emissions extends beyond the scope of these to 
encompass emissions sources such as commuting, air travel, food, and neighbourhood emissions.  

In light of the climate emergency and evidence indicating that there is a 10 year window to achieve 
significant GHG reductions, it is imperative that UBC identify actions to accelerate towards its goal 
of zero emissions sooner than 2050.  

Key accomplishments at the Vancouver campus include the district energy steam to hot water 
conversion, ongoing energy conservation projects, creation of the UBC Green Building Action Plan, 
Bio-energy Research and Demonstration Facility (BRDF), all of which enabled the UBC Vancouver 
campus to achieve a 38% GHG reduction in 2018 (building energy, fleet, and paper) compared to 
the 2007 baseline year while simultaneously expanding our campus. 

UBC Okanagan has also moved quickly to advance reductions in GHGs despite the challenge of 
rapid growth. A district energy system has led to a net reduction in building GHG emissions despite 
growth of over 100 percent. Further district energy expansion, upgrades, energy reduction 
measures and behavior change has led to a 41% GHG reduction in 2018 (building energy, fleet, and 
paper) compared to the 2013 baseline year. UBC Okanagan’s Whole Systems Infrastructure Plan 
(WSIP) established in 2016 provides a foundation for sustainable campus growth and 
recommended targets and actions toward the campus’ goal to achieve “net-positive performance 
in operational energy and carbon” by 2050.  

Taking Climate Action Planning to the next level: Emerging Priority Areas and Scope 

UBC’s Climate Action Plan 2030, which is under development, is focusing on identifying feasible 
measures and actions that can accelerate reductions in GHGs across all emission scopes.  This 
process will focus in the immediate and short term on actions that will reduce GHG emissions 
through demand-side management efforts that address emissions from buildings, fleet vehicles 
and paper use.  Examples include building “tune-ups” with a focus on energy and GHG emission 
reductions and replacing aging fleet with electric vehicles (EVs) and continuing to expand EV 
charging infrastructure. In addition, the UBC Climate Action Team will also be exploring 
opportunities that extend beyond Provincial legislative requirements of the Climate Change 
Accountability Act to reduce emissions related to commuting, food systems, travel and behavioral 
change programs (e.g. Green Labs and Office Programs, Sustainability in Residence). The team will 
also be exploring opportunities to reduce emissions on the energy supply side (e.g. low carbon 
district energy infrastructure and building scale energy systems) that serve the institutional 
campus as well as the neighbourhoods.  Examples include the expansion of the bioenergy facility 
that is underway in Vancouver that will contribute toward a total GHG reduction of over 60% below 
2007 levels, and the future expansion of the district energy system at UBCO.   

UBC’s impact and influence on GHG emissions ranges from its core operational emissions (for 
example, heating institutional buildings) where UBC has the highest degree of control over 
emissions, to influencing or supporting climate policy development outside the boundaries of UBC, 
for example: the University Climate Change Coalition (UC3) and International Sustainable Campus 
Network (ISCN).  

https://sustain.ubc.ca/campus/green-buildings/green-building-action-plan
https://sustain.ok.ubc.ca/whole-systems-plan/
https://secondnature.org/initiative/uc3-coalition/
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Specific areas currently being scoped: 

Policies, programs and targets: 

• Defining additional shorter-term targets and actions for GHG reductions after 2020.  

• Mapping out a pathway to achieve 2030+ goals and targets. 

• Widening of the scope of climate action planning to include areas that extend beyond UBC’s 
operations, such as commuting, air travel and food. 

• Exploring how we can support the health and wellbeing of our campus community members 
affected by natural disasters related to climate change as well as the broader anxiety and 
mental health concerns associated with being in a state of climate emergency – particularly 
with marginalized communities who are disproportionately impacted.   

• Identifying processes, programs and initiatives that engage students to contribute ideas and 
input through applied research and partnerships that inform policies and programs (e.g. 
SEEDS, Sustainability Scholars, etc.) 

Infrastructure and Operational Projects: 

• Reducing energy demand by optimizing the efficiency of existing buildings; from new 
buildings and major retrofits; and behaviour change programming to encourage energy 
conservation.  

• Leveraging building retrofits and renewals (e.g. through seismic upgrades) to achieve 
reductions in GHGs, energy and water. 

• Enhancing climate adaptation measures in the design of buildings and public realm to address 
impacts of heat waves, storms, fires, etc. 

• Increasing integration with the academic mission by leveraging current and new 
opportunities for faculty and student-led research and partnerships that can inform the 
development and implementation of climate planning processes. 

UBC Vancouver Neighbourhoods: 

• Updating the Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) with an immediate focus on 
assessing building and energy supply emissions to inform GHG emission reduction targets. 

• Developing a Neighbourhood Low Carbon Energy Strategy (LCES) that will identify policy 
approaches that ensure future energy supply and building performance will accelerate 
toward more aggressive GHG emissions targets. Current CEEP targets are an 85% reduction in 
GHG emissions by 2050 below a 2007 baseline.  The planning process will focus on identifying 
feasible measures and actions that can be achieved within the next 10 years and identify 
pathways to achieve the emissions targets as soon as possible.  

• Continue Implementing the Green Building Action Plan through updates to Residential 
Environmental Assessment Program (REAP) building policy in two phases to address 
immediate energy & carbon, climate adaptation, water, health and wellbeing and biodiversity 
opportunities. 

https://sustain.ubc.ca/campus/green-buildings/reap-ubc
https://sustain.ubc.ca/campus/green-buildings/reap-ubc
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Specific to the UBC Okanagan Campus: 

• Developing a Net-Zero Carbon District Energy Strategy which is currently underway to identify 
feasible pathways toward accelerating deep campus energy and carbon reduction. Phase 2 is 
commencing in January 2020. 

• Reducing emissions from buildings through the implementation of UBC Okanagan Design 
Guidelines, toward a net positive campus articulated in the Whole Systems Infrastructure 
Plan. 

• Continuing implementation of the Integrated Rainwater Management Plan which contributes 
to the campus’ resilience to climate change. 

Climate Action Planning: Scope and Process 

The climate action planning process will initially focus on GHG emission reduction actions as 
presented in the Figure 1 below.  It will include learnings from the Climate Emergency 
consultations. There will be an interim report out by Fall of 2020 to recommend immediate actions 
that the university can take to accelerate GHG emission reductions. This will be followed by the 
final report in Spring/Summer 2021 which will include the full scope of the Climate Action Plan 
mitigation actions and longer-term pathway to zero emissions on both campuses. Adaptation (i.e. 
actions taken to help cope with changing climate conditions) will be addressed in a subsequent 
phase of work, with completion date to be confirmed.   

FIGURE 1: UBC Climate Action Plan - Draft Mitigation Process & Framework  
(Vancouver & Okanagan Campuses) 

 

Campus and Community Planning will lead the Climate Action Planning processes for both 
campuses under the direction of internal steering committees with primary technical support for 
addressing emissions from buildings and energy supply coming from Energy and Water Services 
and financial analysis of preferred options coming from UBC’s Strategy and Decision Support. 
Engagement processes will be defined for each campus to build upon the early consultation that 
is commencing through the Climate Emergency Task Force.  CAP planning processes on both 
campuses will involve targeted stakeholder consultation with staff from UBC operational units at 
the Vancouver and Okanagan campuses, as well as faculty subject matter experts, student groups 
and external technical experts.  
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Climate Action Planning Beyond Buildings and Infrastructure 

Climate change and its impacts extend beyond buildings and physical infrastructure, including the 
areas of climate justice and inclusion, indigenous rights, wellbeing, and responsible investment to 
name a few. There are a number of concurrent initiatives underway at UBC that will work in parallel 
and that must integrate with the Climate Action Plan(s) described above, including the Indigenous 
Strategic Plan, Wellbeing Strategic Framework, Responsible Investment Strategy and Inclusion 
Action Planning.  The Climate Emergency Community Consultation and associated Task Force 
described below will provide an excellent channel for ideas, input and an integrated discussion 
across all of these individual areas.  

Responsible Investment and Divestment 

Further to the Board of Governors support in principle for divesting fossil fuel investments for the 
endowment and other funds under UBC control, UBC has received a legal opinion that confirms 
UBC can and should divest from specific fossil fuel investments if financially prudent. Financially 
prudent means the need to consider all issues that impact risk, returns, liquidity and other financial 
factors. The legal opinion was clear that climate risk is among material financial investment risks 
and that divestment was possible for both UBC’s own investment assets and endowment assets 
held in trust.  Given this opinion, UBC is developing a divestment transition strategy to ensure that 
the assets are transitioned as quickly as possible, taking into consideration the entire endowment 
and the interconnected nature of issues associated with divestment.  Staff expect to report on the 
strategy at the upcoming April 2020 Board of Governors meeting. 

Longer term UBC is building on broader responsible investing guidelines established in 2014 by 
developing and implementing a comprehensive framework to align the investment of the 
endowment with the UBC identified sustainability priorities with particular initial focus on climate 
change risk.  Processes are underway to incorporate climate change values into the investment 
principles, establish GHG reduction targets for the portfolio as a whole, and generally ensure that 
the portfolio is invested in such a manner that supports the sustainable development goals while 
continuing to meet financial objectives.     

• UBC SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE AND ORGANIZING FRAMEWORK  

Background and Mandate 

Climate action is one of many areas that forms part of UBC’s aggressive sustainability agenda.  
Continuing to make significant progress on the many aspects of sustainability requires greater 
prioritization, alignment and coordination of the many efforts underway across UBC’s campuses 
and a determination of gaps in the areas of highest need. This is especially true for climate action.  
As such, a revised sustainability governance structure is being implemented including the 
formation of a new executive-level Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee (refer to 
Appendices A and B). The mandate of this new Steering Committee is to: 

• Advise the UBC Executive on areas of focus related to enabling sustainable UBC campuses 
and communities (e.g., climate action, health and wellbeing, inclusion, etc.) 

• Advise the UBC Executive on goals and targets for selected areas of focus 
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• Advise the UBC Executive on investments and resources required to achieve selected goals 

• Provide guidance on engagement strategies with the diverse UBC communities and 
organizations on areas requiring focus 

• Provide an annual report to the UBC Executive on progress towards goals  

• Advise the UBC Executive on appropriate communications of goals and progress to the local 
and global community 

• Advise the UBC Executive on the governance structure for sustainability at UBC 

On January 7, 2020, the Steering Committee kicked-off with their inaugural meeting. The outcomes 
from the first meeting included adoption of the terms of reference (see Appendix A), confirmation 
of the sustainability priorities and the governance framework for advancing these priorities. 

Near term Sustainability Priorities and Organizing Framework 

The Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee is using the UN Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) as a contribution towards an organizing framework to guide activities and to help 
communicate work being done at UBC. The UN SDGs are now being integrated as a tool for 
measuring performance and sustainability progress in higher education by organizations such as 
the International Sustainable Campus Network (ISCN), Times Higher Education (THE) Impact 
Rankings, the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) and 
others. THE Impact Ranking placed UBC in the top 3 globally for helping to advance the UN SDGs. 
UBC recognizes the importance of advancing the SDGs, however, there is also a need to ensure 
UBC is also contextualizing these with its own sustainability, health and wellbeing strategies 
defined in UBC’s Next Century Strategic Plan and the academic and operational pursuits across the 
institution.  

The Steering Committee has identified the following near-term priorities for the administration, 
informed by the SDGs, the Strategic Plan, and other considerations reflecting the research 
expertise, experience and advice of the UBC community:  

• Climate Action [SDG #13] 

• Sustainable Cities and Communities [SDG #11] 

• Responsible Consumption and Production [SDG #12] 

• Good Health and Wellbeing [SDG #3] 

Given the urgent priority to address climate change there is an ability to leverage the potential of 
these four goals to help mitigate the GHG emissions (e.g. SDG goal number #11 helps to address 
GHG emissions associated with commuting by designing complete and connected communities).  
At the same time, there is a vast array of research, teaching, engagement and operational pursuits 
across the institution that are moving the sustainability agenda forward across all seventeen SDG 
areas and beyond. The Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee will provide guidance on better 
integration and alignment across initiatives but will not supplant these individual initiatives.  For 
example, the Indigenous Strategic Plan, the International Strategy, the Responsible Investment 
Strategy, etc. which will be working in conjunction with the priority areas above but continue to 
be managed and reported separately to the Board.  It can also provide oversight on monitoring 

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
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and reporting frameworks to ensure accountability, progress and transparency to sustainability 
goals embedded with the Next Century Strategic Plan and the 20-Year Sustainability Strategy.  

The new governance structure (see Appendix B) will be assessed and is anticipated to evolve and 
adapt to the changing needs and demands over time, while providing valuable oversight and 
connections between operations and infrastructure; teaching, learning and research; community 
and external partners. 

• SUSTAINABILITY COMMUNICATIONS   

The past three months have been a time of unprecedented focus on sustainability at UBC. In total, 
media relations and paid digital marketing activities in November and December alone reached 
14,060,224 people with positive stories regarding UBC’s Climate Emergency Declaration, planned 
Divestment and Zero Waste Food Ware Strategy. 

Media outlets ranging from populist (Daily Hive, Vancouver is Awesome, Georgia Straight) to 
mainstream (CBC, CTV, News1130, Calgary Herald, Vancouver Sun, Kelowna Now) to the industrial 
(Solid Waste and Recycling Magazine) provided positive coverage of UBC’s sustainability 
commitments and actions. But more can be done. 

In accordance with the new Sustainability Governance Structure, a Sustainability Communications, 
Engagement and Outreach Action Committee has been formed comprised of senior 
communications and engagement staff from both campuses, representing both faculties and 
administrative units. The Action Committee is responsible for providing recommendations to the 
Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee on communications and engagement activities related 
to their selected areas of focus.  

Specifically, the Action Committee will: 

• Create an overarching Sustainability Communications, Engagement and Outreach Plan based 
on the priority areas identified by the Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee 

• Execute relevant portions of the Plan once completed and approved by the Sustainability 
Strategy Steering Committee 

• Support tactical sustainability initiatives by communicating them through team Member’s 
channels and outreach to other UBC admin units and faculties to do the same 

• Measure the performance of communications, engagement and outreach activities and 
provide periodic updates to the Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee as required 

• Advise the Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee on investments required to achieve 
Plan outcomes. 

The Action Committee will play an important role in defining and refining sustainability 
communications and engagement activities as well as measuring our progress on the range of 
benefits that sustainability leadership brings to the university and society in general. 

https://strategicplan.ubc.ca/
https://sustain.ubc.ca/sites/sustain.ubc.ca/files/uploads/CampusSustainability/CS_PDFs/PlansReports/Plans/20-Year-Sustainability-Strategy-UBC.pdf
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NEXT STEPS 

• Develop a series of immediate and medium-term actions for aggressively addressing climate 
change through: 

o Supporting a student led Climate Emergency Task Force in hosting an immediate 
community consultation on the Climate Emergency Declaration, with recommendations 
for action provided to the Board by June, 2020. 

o Accelerating the update to UBC Climate Action Plans for both UBC Vancouver and 
Okanagan Campuses, reflecting input from the Task Force above, in addition to broader 
community and stakeholder engagement and the associated technical and financial 
analysis needed to determine an accelerated pathway to zero emissions at UBC. 

o With the advice of UBC’s investment advisor, progressing on multiple work streams 
regarding divestment.  An update on scope of divestment and underlying financial 
justification will be provided at the April, 2020 Board meeting. 

• Report back to the Board from the new Executive level UBC Sustainability Strategy Steering 
Committee in June, 2020 on progress and workplans in the priority areas of: 

o Climate Action [SDG #13] 

o Sustainable Cities and Communities [SDG #11] 

o Responsible Consumption and Production [SDG #12] 

o Good Health and Wellbeing [SDG #3] 

• Develop an overarching Sustainability Communications, Engagement and Outreach Plan to 
better tell the UBC story, to focus on Sustainability priority areas and to help connect and 
inform our local campus communities and stakeholders to the activities, events and 
opportunities for engagement that will be happening across both campuses.  

BENEFITS 
Learning, Research, 

Financial, 
Sustainability & 

Reputational 

UBC has been widely regarded as a global leader in sustainability, as supported by the recent 

Times Higher Education University Impact Rankings assessed against the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals. UBC ranked as the number one university for climate action 
and third for overall impact. Maintaining this leadership role benefits the university in 
numerous ways, including: 

 Helping to attract and retain highly qualified faculty, students and staff to the university 

 Creating and fostering new research, innovation and practices that become the model 
for market transformation and civil society 

 Demonstrating commitment to implementing UBC’s Strategic Plan  

 Attracting and securing partnership funding from various levels of government, 
foundations, businesses and industries 

 Providing new opportunities for awards and recognition through continued sustainability 
leadership research, innovation and practice 

 Building a positive brand and reputation for the university on its commitments to 
fulfilling its sustainability goals 
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 Building sustainability capacity (knowledge, skills and abilities) for next generations of 
students to have positive impacts beyond the university (UBC as an agent of positive 
change) 

 Continuing to build a strong culture and commitment to the core values of advancing 
sustainability 

RISKS 
Financial, 

Operational & 
Reputational 

A number of risks are effectively managed by ensuring UBC’s continued global leadership 
role in sustainability, including:  
 Building strong business cases and rationale for sustainability initiatives to ensure 

economic sustainability aligns with environmental and social objectives 

 Creating a cohesive sustainability governance structure to ensure alignment across the 
university and effective use of resources/funding to achieve positive impacts 

 Enhance communications of UBC’s leadership across all aspects of the sustainability 
agenda to support UBC’s reputation locally, nationally and internationally  

 Supporting policies, initiatives and programs that increase UBC’s resiliency to Climate 

Change through mitigation and adaptation measures  
 Ensuring that budgeting and funding decisions take into consideration the total lifecycle 

costs and environmental impacts to prevent short term efficiency at the cost of longer 
term benefits 

 Create a robust monitoring and reporting system that ensures transparency and 

Accountability 

 Leveraging partnership funding and support to distribute costs/investments 

FINANCIAL 
Funding Sources, 

Impact on Liquidity 

Resourcing for the above activities will be made through reallocation of existing staff 
resources, and where necessary, additional funding requests have been made through the 
existing budgetary process.  

SCHEDULE 
Implementation 

Timeline 

The outcomes and recommendations from the Climate Emergency Community Consultation 
will be reported to executive and Board in June 2020. An interim report on the Climate Action 
Plan process will be reported to executive and Board in the Fall of 2020. The final draft of the 
Climate Action Plan will be reported to executive and Board in the Spring of 2021.   

CONSULTATION 
Relevant Units, 

Internal & External 
Constituencies 

The Climate Emergency Community Consultation process will be supported by Campus and 
Community Planning. The Climate Action Planning consultation process will be integrated 
with the Climate Emergency Community Consultation events but will continue with targeted 
consultations with stakeholders, faculty, students and researchers through the plan ideation 
and development described above.  There will be an on-line portal developed to help increase 
ease and opportunities for providing input into the planning process, plan development and 
draft recommendations.  

Previous Report Date December 5, 2019 

Action / Follow Up Report back on the climate emergency community engagement process, Climate Action Planning 
Process and milestones and Terms of Reference for executive level Sustainability Strategy Steering 
Committee 
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APPENDICES  

Appendix A: Terms of Reference – UBC Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee  

Purpose 

UBC is consistently recognized as a global leader in sustainability through teaching, learning and research, campus 
as a living lab projects, as well as progressive policies and plans to guide sustainable operations, infrastructure and 
community development.  Sustainability defined broadly encompasses many areas at UBC: the impact of human 
activity on the physical and natural environment; supporting health and wellbeing; direct and indirect influence of 
human activity on biodiversity; the development of mitigation and adaptation strategies against adverse effects of 
climate change through technology, public policy or conservation measures. 

Although UBC has made many strides in enabling and advancing toward a sustainable present and future at UBC 
and beyond, there is much more to be done. In 2019, UBC joined other organizations in declaring a climate 
emergency. UBC’s Shaping Next Century Strategic Plan recognizes the need to strive for a more inclusive and 
thriving community. UBC’s commitments to the U7+ aim to ensure all students have access to education in a broad 
range of topics related to sustainability. These are just a few of the many examples in which UBC can accelerate its 
actions towards more sustainable campuses, more sustainable communities and contributed knowledge and 
learnings to enable a more sustainable world. 

Continuing to make significant progress on the many aspects of sustainability requires greater alignment and 
coordination of the many efforts underway across UBC’s campuses and a determination of gaps in the areas of 
highest need. The purpose of this Steering Committee to achieve greater alignment and coordination across the 
institution and to help focus investments towards shared goals. The Steering Committee will use the UN 
Sustainable Development Goals as a frame in which to consider the broad challenges and problems affecting a 
sustainable world and as a means of communicating globally about UBC’s focus and progress in sustainability. 

Steering Committee Roles and Responsibilities 

The steering committee is responsible for providing strategic advice to the UBC Executive on areas of focus and 
investment related to improving the sustainable present and future of UBC. Areas requiring specific expertise (e.g., 
divestment) will be referred to appropriate other governance structures. 

Specifically, the Steering Committee will: 

• Advise the UBC Executive on areas of focus related to enabling sustainable UBC campuses and communities 
(e.g., climate action, health and wellbeing, inclusion).  

• Advise the UBC Executive on goals and targets for selected areas of focus 
• Advise the UBC Executive on investments and resources required to achieve selected goals 
• Provide guidance on engagement strategies with the diverse UBC communities and organizations on areas 

requiring focus  
• Provide information on sustainability activities to the UBC Board of Governors committee on Sustainability 
• Provide an annual report to the UBC Executive on progress towards goals 
• Advise the UBC Executive on appropriate communications on goals and progress to the local and global 

community 
• Advise the UBC Executive on the governance structure for sustainability at UBC 
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Membership 

• VP External (Co-Chair) 
• VPRI (Co-Chair) 
• VP Academic (V) 
• VP Academic (O) 
• VP Finance 
• VP Students 
• Vice-Provost International 
• 2 Deans UBCV (Rickey Yada and Gage Averill) 
• 1 Dean UBCO (TBD) 
• External Advisory SC Chair (TBD) 
• Exec. Director USI (ex-officio) 
• AVP Facilities (ex-officio) 
• AVP C&CP (ex-officio) 
• AVP Communications (ex-officio) 

Quorum 

A minimum number of six Steering Committee Members are required for decision-making purposes. The quorum 
must include one of the Committee Co-Chairs. 

Decision-making Process 

Committee decision-making will require support from more than 50% members who attend the meeting if there is 
quorum. All committee members will be notified of decisions requiring voting ahead of meetings.  

Frequency of Meetings 

Steering Committee meetings are held quarterly or as needed as determined by the Committee Chair, or requested 
by Members and approved by the Chair. 

Agenda, Minutes, and Decision Papers 

A package will be sent to members at least three business days in advance of a Steering Committee meeting. This 
package will include the following: 
 Agenda for upcoming meeting 
 Minutes of previous meeting 
 Any other documents/information to be considered and decisions being made at the meeting 

Proxies 

Steering Committee members will inform the Committee chair as soon as possible if they intend to send a proxy to 
a meeting and no less than two business days before the scheduled meeting. 

Secretariat 
The committee will be supported by a Secretariat consisting of a project manager (to be appointed). 

Terms of Reference Review 

These Terms of Reference and committee membership may be reviewed periodically at the discretion of the 
Committee Chairs.  
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Appendix B: Sustainability Governance Structure 

 

 



Advancing UBC Climate 
Emergency Commitments and 
Sustainability Priorities
UBC Board of Governors
February 2020
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Introduction & Summary

Climate Emergency Consultation
Climate Action Planning
Sustainability Governance at UBC
Immediate Areas of Focus
Sustainability Communications
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Climate Emergency Community Consultation 
(guided by student led Task Force) 

1
• Climate Emergency Launch (Feb/March) — announcements, 

communications, events, collection of ideas and input  

2
• Distributed Conversations & Online Portal (Feb/Mar) — smaller 

forums within the academic community  

3 • Collation of Feedback & Framing Recommendations (Apr) 

Recommendations to be reported to Board June, 2020;
Input channeled into strategic processes such as the Climate Action Plan   
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Climate Emergency Community Consultation

Online Community Engagement Tools
• Website with information about the climate emergency and where action is needed
• A survey tool to collect feedback from the engagement process

Townhall Forum
• A larger event(s) for information sharing and broad community discussion

Distributed Conversations
• Supported by a toolkit to guide facilitators and empower community champions 

Pop up information sessions
• Smaller events hosted at UBCO
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Climate Action Planning
Success to Date:
• UBC Vancouver: 38% GHG reduction since 2007
• Approval to expand BRDF (Bio Energy Facility) which helps advance 

UBC towards its 67% reduction target 
• UBC Okanagan: 41% GHG reduction since 2013
2020 Priorities: 
• Advance UBC policies, plans, projects and programs to greatly 

accelerate GHG reductions by 2030 and achieve defined targets
• Support infrastructure & operational projects that further reduce GHGs
• Develop strategies to reduce GHGs in Vancouver neighbourhoods & 

Okanagan specific projects
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Climate Action
Accelerated Planning Process 
• Early 2020: CAP engagement (starting with the Climate 

Emergency consultation) and technical processes initiated
• Fall 2020: Interim report
• Spring / Summer 2021: Final report
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UBC Sustainability Governance

UBC Strategic Plan

Sustainability & Climate Action / Emergency Committee of Board 

Sustainability Strategy Steering Committee

Operational 
Sustainability Steering 

Committee

Campus as a Living 
Lab Steering 
Committee

USI Steering 
Committee

Sustainability Communications, Engagement & 
Outreach Action Committee
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Sustainability Governance: SDG Focus
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Alignment with Parallel Initiatives

Steering Committee coordinates and aligns with a range of 
other UBC initiatives, such as the:
• Indigenous Strategic Plan
• Wellbeing Strategic Framework
• Responsible Investment Strategy 
• Inclusion Action Plan
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Responsible Investment Strategy 
Divestment
• Legal opinion demonstrates a path to divestment and covers both UBC 

investment assets and endowment assets held in trust
• Moving forward with financial analysis needed to divest fossil fuel 

investments from full endowment with the goal to transition assets as 
quickly as possible in a fiscally responsible manner 

• Process is complex:
• Must be based on financial factors
• Interconnected nature of issues
• Twin priorities of urgency and fiscal responsibility
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Responsible Investment Strategy 
Portfolio Framework
• Divestment is one step in the broader efforts to develop and 

implement a responsible investing framework to align with UBC’s 
sustainability priorities

• Processes are underway to:
• Incorporate climate change beliefs into investment principles
• Establish baseline GHG emissions and reduction targets
• Investigate UBC becoming signatories to advocacy groups
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Sustainability Communications
Sustainability Communications, Engagement and Outreach Action 
Committee
• Create an overarching Sustainability Communications, Engagement 

& Outreach Plan
• Support tactical sustainability initiatives (e.g. Climate Action, Zero 

Waste and Transportation initiatives that help reduce GHG emissions)
• Measure progress and the benefits that sustainability leadership brings 

and help communicate that progress to key audiences 
• UBC’s role in global engagement (UC3, U7, ISCN, etc.)
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Communications in Action
GLOBE Conference Posters (Feb 2020)
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Next Steps
1. Support the community consultation on climate emergency (report out 

June, 2020)
2. Develop immediate & medium term actions for UBC Climate Action 

Planning with a focus on rapid acceleration within the next decade (Fall, 
2020)

3. Action different work streams for divestment (report back April, 2020) 
4. Develop detailed action plans across SDG priority areas (June, 2020)
5. Develop Sustainability Communications, Engagement & Outreach Plan 

(June, 2020)


